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- Appeal to good conduct

Your goal: schools shall save resources and 

money - How can you achieve that?

- Give instructions and regulations + control all people

- Improve the state of repair + technical conditions, so 
that the behaviour doesn‘ play a decisive role anymore

- Give a  very limited budget

- Give a financial incentive



Pros and Cons of those possibilities

 Good conduct appeal:

is effective for 3 months, at most 2 years

 Instructions, regulations + controlling:

is usually not worth the paper that‘s written on, 

except you have a good controlling system; 

the educational value is questionable 

 Improve the building and technical conditions:

desirable, but costs a lot of money

 Budgeting:

very effective, creates a severe discipline. But what

will you do, when there is no money left?



If the participants of the 
school change their 
behaviour and save money, 
school and administration 
split the saved money:

fifty/fifty
   

The solution in Hamburg



• 1994: starting as a 3-year pilot project 
with 24 schools

• 1997: city administration opens it to all 
schools as a result of a broadening 
demand

• since 2001: almost all schools participate

The development of the fifty/fifty
project: 



Results:

• 7% savings within the first 2 years, 
afterwards a continuous increase

• Within the last 10 years:
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What are successful schools doing?

 Prepare the implementation of this project with a small

group of teachers, head of school, caretaker + possibly

students and parents

 Present this project to a broad public within the school and

find common consent

 Do some detective work: find out, with what activities you

reach the most savings

 Establish this project in the curriculum (protection of climate

+ resources), so that students and teachers know, what

they have to do

 Establish regular meetings for the responsible persons = 

good teamwork is essential for good results

 Present the results every year to the school public



What can students do?

Switch the light off, when it’s not needed



Adjust the thermostatic valve



Shock- instead of
permanent ventilation



Push the right button



Separate the waste material



Conditions for enduring success:

Make sure, that

 the schools get the promised amount of money continuously 

not only for two or three years = reliability 

 you provide a data bank (Access) or a spreadsheet program 

(Excel), that keeps all data and relevant changes 

 all calculations are transparent and traceable for your clients

 the participating schools get an annual report about the 

development of their consumptions, correcting values and 

savings

 very successful schools get publicity (shining-example-

award).



How do we identify the savings caused through
behaviour?

Calculation parameter and consumption

Heating energy

Natural gas

period consumption
Weather

factor

Adjusted

consumption Calculation parameter start value

correction values:

11/01: new central

heating boiler gym

3/06: new recreation

room 147 m² at 90 kWh/ 

m²







costs

Calculation of rewarded bonus



annual questionnaire

 Schools are very dynamic institutions: you have

continuous changes in the number of persons, the using

time of rooms is changing, the technical equipment

changes (e.g. more PCs) or is improved (better lamps

that reduce the energy consumption), the buildings are

renewed, and so on.

 To sort out all the relevant data, you must send a 

questionnaire to the schools to find out:

the annual number of persons

meter readings for the annual consumption

technical and other energy-relevant changes



Correcting values = consumption relevant changes

Heating/cooling energy

 new windows

 changes in the outer shell

 new heating/cooling 

system

 thermostatic valves

 new automatic control 

system of the heating

 additional building or 

demolition of a building

 extension of the heating 

period 

Electric energy

 change of the number of

classes

 new electronic equipment: 

PCs + printers + 

whiteboards + copiers

 lighting renovation

 new kitchen equipment

Water

 change of number of persons

 water-saving technical

innovation



Specific consumptions:

-Diagram of development

-Benchmarking by

comparing the specific

consumption of the own

school with those of all other

Hamburg schools and those

of the same type

- evaluation of the

consumption





Development of the specific

consumption of heating energy

Development of the specific consumption of

electric energy



Development of the specific consumption

of water

Development of the specific consumption

of residual waste



Where would you start to save, when you see these data?

So this an important
instrument in 

Germany:



The most successful 
energy saving project 

in Germany

 

Thank you for your 
attention


